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The Ages of the Incredible Hulk
Spider-Man has gone global! Parker Industries is more successful than ever, with
offi ces in New York, Shanghai, London and San Francisco and Peter Parker is
racking up the frequent flyer miles with his "bodyguard" Spider-Man in tow, of
course. But success breeds enemies, and a reinvigorated Zodiac has also widened
its scope to threaten the whole world. Join Dan Slott and Giuseppe Camuncoli as
they take Spider-Man to the next level! This huge fi rst issue also includes stories
featuring Silk, Spidey 2099, Spider-Woman and much more! COLLECTING:
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2015) #1-5.

Immortal Hulk Vol. 2
From bestselling comic-book franchise writer Charles Soule comes a clever and
witty first novel of a twentysomething New Yorker who wakes up one morning with
the power to predict the future—perfect for fans of Joe Hill and Brad Meltzer, or
books like This Book Is Full of Spiders and Welcome to Night Vale. Knowledge is
power. So when an unassuming Manhattan bassist named Will Dando awakens
from a dream one morning with 108 predictions about the future in his head, he
rapidly finds himself the most powerful man in the world. Protecting his anonymity
by calling himself the Oracle, he sets up a heavily guarded Web site with the help
of his friend Hamza to selectively announce his revelations. In no time, global
corporations are offering him millions for exclusive access, eager to profit from his
prophecies. He's also making a lot of high-powered enemies, from the President of
the United States and a nationally prominent televangelist to a warlord with a
nuclear missile and an assassin grandmother. Legions of cyber spies are unleashed
to hack the Site—as it's come to be called—and the best manhunters money can
buy are deployed not only to unmask the Oracle but to take him out of the game
entirely. With only a handful of people he can trust—including a beautiful
journalist—it's all Will can do to simply survive, elude exposure, and protect those
he loves long enough to use his knowledge to save the world. Delivering fast-paced
adventure on a global scale as well as sharp-witted satire on our concepts of power
and faith, Marvel writer Charles Soule's audacious debut novel takes readers on a
rollicking ride where it's impossible to predict what will happen next.
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Secret Invasion
The smash hit series written by New York Times bestselling writers SCOTT SNYDER
(WYTCHES, AD: AFTER DEATH) and CHARLES SOULE (CURSE WORDS, Oracle Year)
with art by GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI (The Amazing Spider-Man, Darth Vader,
Hellblazer), DANIELE ORLANDINI (Darth Vader) and Eisner Award-winning colorist
MATT WILSON (THE WICKED + THE DIVINE, PAPER GIRLS) gets its first collection! In
UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY, readers will journey into an unknown region that was
once the United States of America-a mysterious land that has been literally walled
off from the rest of the world for well over a century. Two small expeditions enter
the former US simultaneously-one from the east, one from the west-and journey
inward, each seeking their own form of truth as they struggle to survive in this
strange and deadly lost country! Collects UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY #1-6

She-Hulk Vol. 2
Meet Zesty Tastee, flamboyant gay playboy and heir to the Tastee
Corporationfortune. That's what the world knows of him, but Zesty is also Magpie,
thecorporate saboteur who fights against his father's corrupt business
practices.Zesty's evil tycoon dad is out to destroy an entire rainforest, and he's
joinedup with a mysterious sect of ninjas to help keep 'Magpie' from
interfering.Prince Ander is the sect agent on the case and Zesty has love at first
sight forthis dreamy ninja master. Zesty can't understand why anyone as noble as
Princewould ever work with his father. His mission is to find out the secret of
therain forest, and win Prince's heart in the process!

The Avengers and Philosophy
After making her a front-and-center star in his acclaimed FANTASTIC FOUR run,
writer/artist John Byrne took She-Hulk solo in a classic graphic novel and an
outrageous ongoing series! Now, Byrne's complete adventures of "Shulkie" are
collected in one sensational Omnibus, as Jennifer Walters smashes the glass ceiling
- and the fourth wall - in hilarious fashion! See She-Hulk targeted by S.H.I.E.L.D.!
Battling Spider-Man! Beheaded! Facing Dr. Bong's wrath! Alongside Santa Claus!
On her own Star Truck! Hosting her own Golden Age guest star! Taking on Spragg
the Living Hill! And heading on a puntastic Jenny to the Center of the Earth! But will
She-Hulk say "I do" to the Mole Man? And is her greatest nemesis Xemnu the
Titanor John Byrne himself?! COLLECTING: MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL (1982) 18;
SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK (1989) 1-8, 31-46, 48-50; MATERIAL FROM MARVEL
COMICS PRESENTS (1988) 18

Sensational She-Hulk by John Byrne Omnibus
Perpetually down on their luck, Kim Quatro and Kim Dantzler are two best friends
doing their best to get by as interdimensional bounty hunters.

She-Hulk - Volume 3
"It's not easy being green. High-powered lawyer. Celebrity party girl. Super-strong
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Avenger. Jennifer Walters, alias She-Hulk, had it all. So why is she a bitter bounty
hunter living in a trailer park? See how the mighty have fallen as the emerald
adventuress carves out a new career on the margins of the Marvel Universe, where
she's battling evil more to make a buck than to make a difference. Featuring the
villainy of Hi-Lite, Absorbing Man, Titania and honest-to-gosh alien invaders, plus
the puzzle of She-Hulk's new partner: a mystery woman named-- Jennifer
Walters"--P. [4] of cover.

She-Hulk Vol. 3
Collecting Infinity Countdown Prime, Infinity Countdown #1-5, Infinity Countdown:
Adam Warlock And Material From Free Comic Book Day 2018 (Amazing SpiderMan). The Infinity Stones. Individually, they grant their wielders great power.
Together, they grant the power of a god. Once thought lost, the Infinity Stones
have re-formed and are scattered throughout the universe. As their locations are
discovered, forces converge for a battle that will send the universe down a dark
path to the end! The ultimate race for power begins with the universes greatest
heroes and villains vying for possession of the gigantic Power Stone! The Chitauri
are in on the action, as are the Raptors, Novas and the Guardians of the Galaxy!
But who holds the other Stones? And when Adam Warlock, former wielder of the
Soul Stone, enters the fray, the stage is set for the Infinity Wars!

She-Hulk 3
Collects Hulk (2016) #7-11. Jennifer Walters is only just getting used to her hulking
new alter ego when an internet-famous cooking-show host transforms into a
hideous monster  on camera! Now, Jen must come to terms with her own savage
side in time to help. Can she find an antidote to the transformation before the drug
that caused it hits the streets  and its horrific effects start to spread? Maybe with
a little help from Patsy Walker, A.K.A. Hellcat! Faced with a wave of monsters, Jen
cant help but be pulled into the craziness as a force for good. Is She-Hulk back?
Or is the Hulk a new breed of hero? And what will the answers mean for Jennifer
Walters?

Jaded
Collects Sensational She-Hulk #31-46 and #48-50. John Byrne makes his
sensational return to the series he started, and She-Hulks adventures as a super
hero who knows shes in a comic book get wilder and more hilarious than ever!
Shulkie will face problems high and low as her signature writer/penciler pits her
against Spragg the Living Hill and sends her on a puntastic Jenny to the center of
the Earth! But will she say I do to the Mole Man? She-Hulk will banter, bodyswap, and battle tooth and nail as she tackles foes like the Black Talon and his
Unliving X-Humed  and the Living Eraser, who may just wipe her out of comicbook continuity! But is She-Hulks greatest nemesis Xemnu the Titan, or John
Byrne himself?!

She-Hulk - Volume 7
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Amazing Spider-Man
"This six-part murder mystery is non-stop action as the Red Hulk battles Marvel's
mightiest heroes including Iron Man, She-Hulk, and The Mighty Thor. Is there no
one who can stop this monster?"--P. [4] of cover.

Savage She-Hulk Masterworks Vol. 1
She-Hulk, also known as Jennifer Walters, finds herself involved in a superhuman
assault case, while a love triangle takes shape at the office and civil war threatens
the rights of America's superheroes.

She Hulk Ceremony
The Incredible Hulk is one of the earliest Marvel Comics superheroes. Through the
decades, the character and his narrative elements—the causes of Bruce Banner’s
transformations, the Hulk’s strength, intelligence and skin color, the stories’ tone,
theme and sources of conflict—have been continually reinvented to remain
relevant. This collection of new essays explores Marvel’s more than five decades of
Hulk comics. The contributors analyze the Hulk and his supporting cast in their
shifting historical contexts, offering insights into both our popular entertainment
and our cultural history. Topics include the Cold War’s influence on early Incredible
Hulk issues, a feminist reading of She-Hulk and writer Peter David’s focus on the
AIDS crisis.

Red Hulk
Renowned comic creator Jim Starlin tells the final tale of the Marvel Universe,
bringing the entirety of creation to its startling climax! A grave threat from beyond
space and time swiftly approaches Earth - imperiling the very nature of the entire
universe! This catastrophic, existence-ending event forces Earth's Mightiest Heroes
and villains to join forces to fend off Armageddon. But amid ever-shifting alliances
and internally warring factions, will they succeed in their quest to save all of
eternity? Led by the demigod Thanos (who is admittedly not only quite mad, but
something of a continual threat himself to both Earth and eternity), Earth's
superhumans must stand shoulder-to-shoulder to face the most terrifying threat
they've ever encountered: nothing less than the end of all that ever was!
COLLECTING: MARVEL UNIVERSE: THE END 1-6

Spider-Woman: Origin
The world's strongest female, Red She-Hulk, has a new mission - and she's dead
set on a path of destruction! Her enemies? Every super-powered being in the
Marvel Universe! Captain America has no choice but to hunt her downbut will the
newly redesigned X-51 need to use lethal force against her? And even if he has to
make that tough callwill it even be enough to take a fighting mad Red She-Hulk
down!? A smashing new direction begins here! COLLECTING: Red She -Hulk 58-62

Red She-Hulk - Volume 1
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When Jen Walters realizes one of the jurors in the time trials is Hawkeye, she
attempts to warn him of his death and finds herself on trial.

Letter 44 Vol. 1
The hit series from Charles Soule (Poe Dameron, Daredevil) and Alberto Jiménez
Alberquerque (Mystery Girl) is now available for just $10! Newly-elected president
Stephen Blades hoped to tackle the most critical issues facing the nation: war, the
economy, and a failing health care system. But in a letter penned by the outgoing
president, Blades learns the truth that redefines "critical": seven years ago, NASA
discovered alien presence in the asteroid belt, and kept it a secret from the world.
A stealth mission crewed by nine astronauts was sent to make contact, and they're
getting close—assuming they survive the long journey to reach their destination.
President Blades has just become the most powerful man on the planet. This
planet.

She-Hulk - Volume 9
An engaging look at the philosophical underpinnings of Earth's Mightiest Heroes
Avengers assemble! Tackling intriguing dilemmas and issues that no single great
philosopher can withstand, this powerful book enlists the brainpower of an A-list
team of history's most prominent thinkers to explore the themes behind the action
of Marvel Comics' all-star superhero team. Arms you with new insights into the
characters and themes of The Avengers Deepens your appreciation both of The
Avengers comics and the Joss Whedon movie adaptation Answers the philosophical
questions you've always had about Earth's Mightiest Heroes, including: Can a
reformed criminal become a superhero? Can an android love a human? If a hero
beats his wife, is he still a hero? Helps you think differently about the members of
the superhero team—Captain America, Iron Man, Thor, and the others This thoughtprovoking book will help you understand this band of superheroes better, whether
you've followed the Avengers for years or are a Joss Whedon fan just getting to
know them.

Undiscovered Country
Collects Spider-Woman: Origin #1-5. This epic chronicles the intriguing secret
history of Jessica Drew and her journey from child experiment to Hydra agent to
S.H.I.E.L.D. agent to super heroto private eye, to celebrated Avenger!

She-Hulk Vol. 1
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (2015) #29-32, 789-791. What will SECRET EMPIRE
mean for the Amazing Spider-Man? The return of Otto Octavius! But this isnt the
Doc Ock of old. As the Superior Octopus, hes allied himself with Steve Rogers and
Hydra, and he has a personal mission: to take down Parker Industries, the
company he helped create! Peter must use the full force of his company, and every
asset at his disposal, to stop Ock and Hydra  but will it be enough? Then, as New
York recovers from SECRET EMPIRE, a new phase in Spider-Mans life begins. But
when that bad ol Parker luck rears its head, can Mockingbird help put a smile
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back on Peters face? Spider-Man is renewed and ready to fight another day, but
why is he taking that fight to the Daily Bugle?!

Strange Attractors
Collects Hulk #1-6. Jennifer Walters has survived the second Civil Warbarely. But,
having risen from the rubble, she re-enters the world a very different kind of hero.
Fueled by a quiet rage, she is determined to move forward, to go on with her life but the pain of the past and all that she's lost is always there. An undercurrent, a
pulse waiting to quicken -and trigger Jen's transformation into the one thing she
doesn't have control over

Amazing Spider-Man
Collecting Immortal Hulk #6-10. Bruce Banner is alive and on the loose  and now
the entire world knows it. Soon the Hulk finds himself hunted once again  this
time by the government, Alpha Flight, the mysterious Shadow Baseand the
Avengers! Someones going to find him first, but which option is least bad? It
might not matter, because Bruce has bigger problems. Something terrible has
infected him. Something with unspeakable plans for humanity. And the only one
who knows about this dark infection is the Hulk! Meanwhile, Carl Crusher Creel
was just trying to live. Now, to save what hes built for himself, he must do the
impossible. The Absorbing Man must kill the Immortal Hulk! But the Hulk is the one
thing standing between the world of the living  and the Green Door!

Kim & Kim Volume 2
Collects She-Hulk #1-6.

Laws of Attraction
Superstars Jeph Loeb and Ed McGuinness will change the way you see the Hulk! In
this startling origin epic, the breathtaking events that ended World War Hulk rocket
into this brand-new saga. When one of the Hulk's oldest cast members is
murdered, everyone turns to the team of Iron Man, She-Hulk, and Leonard Samson
to solve the grizzly case. All the evidence points to the Hulk as the killer, but all is
not as it seems! Collects Hulk (2008) #1-6.

Savage She-Hulk
Everyone's favorite Jade Giantess, She-Hulk, has returned for tons of fun, both on
and off the field of battle! As a superhuman lawyer, She-Hulk has tried some of the
strangest cases on Earthbut now, Shulkie is heading into deep space to practice
Universal Law! And upon her return, the emerald enchantress matches muscles
with Herculesbut it's going to take brains, not brawn, to get the Prince of Power out
of some Herculean legal problems. Plus: No one hates She-Hulk more than Titania!
What makes her one of the deadliest threats in the universe? And how is
Hawkeye's fate tied to She-Hulk's latest case? Join She-Hulk as she deals with the
bizarre legal problems of the Marvel Universe! COLLECTING: SHE-HULK (2004)
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1-12, SHE-HULK (2005) 1-5

Hulk Vol. 1
Meet Zesty Tastee, flamboyant gay playboy and heir to the Tastee
Corporationfortune. That's what the world knows of him, but Zesty is also Magpie,
thecorporate saboteur who fights against his father's corrupt business
practices.Zesty's evil tycoon dad is out to destroy an entire rainforest, and he's
joinedup with a mysterious sect of ninjas to help keep 'Magpie' from
interfering.Prince Ander is the sect agent on the case and Zesty has love at first
sight forthis dreamy ninja master. Zesty can't understand why anyone as noble as
Princewould ever work with his father. His mission is to find out the secret of
therain forest, and win Prince's heart in the process!

She-Hulk Vol. 1
Before he became a superstar on AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, Dan Slott delighted
readers with his sensational SHE-HULK run! Jennifer Walters is a gamma-powered
green goliath just like her Hulkish cousin, but her home is in the courtroom - where
she takes on some of the wildest legal cases in the Marvel Universe! Alongside
coworkers like reformed android Awesome Andy, and researching old Marvel
comics to set legal precedents, could She-Hulk's career get any stranger? Sure
-when she gets summoned to outer space to practice Universal Law for the Living
Tribunal or pulled out of the timeline by the Time Variance Authority! But when the
Superhuman Registration Act leads to a civil war, whose side will She-Hulk argue?
Plus: All out smackdowns against Titania, the Champion and an A-Z of the Hulk's
enemies! COLLECTING: SHE-HULK (2004) 1-12, SHE-HULK (2005) 1-21, MARVEL
WESTERNS: TWO-GUN KID (2006)

The Law of Superheroes
Collects She-Hulk #159-163. The Leader is back! And the heavy-headed villain has
decreed it: Jen Walters must die! On a single-minded mission of destruction, the
Leader is using all his gamma-enhanced super-intelligence to strike at her  but is
his goal more than simply Jens death? What does he truly want? And how do you
hurt an almost indestructible She-Hulk? The Leader knows the answer: by turning
Jen against herself! Can the She-Hulk triumph over the Leaders machinations of
doom, or has the villain thought her into a corner shell never escape from? Jen
must journey into her subconscious to face the monster within! Can an old friend
help her reconnect with her inner Hulk and become the hero she needs to be?
Witness the next stage of the sensationally savage She-Hulk legacy!

A-Force Vol. 1
From the pages of HULK, the Lady Liberators burst on the scene! She-Hulk has
been capturing the bad-guys as a bounty hunter, but is that enough for our
conflicted hero? Time to kick things up a notch - and that means calling in Valkyrie,
Thundra, and the Invisible Woman to dispense some hard justice as the Lady
Liberators! Collects She-Hulk #34-38.
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The She-Hulk Diaries
Collects Savage She-Hulk #15-25 and Marvel Two-In-One (1974) #88. The Savage
She-Hulk is back in a second Marvel Masterworks edition, concluding her original
series! Conflict rages not just between She-Hulk and the many super-powered
enemies we have in store, but also between Jennifer Walters and She-Hulk! Our
heroines two halves are in a battle for control as She-Hulk fights transforming
back into Jen Walters, while Jen risks losing herself to the She-Hulks power. And
each persona has her own romantic interest  it aint easy being green! It all leads
to a new status quo that will carry the She-Hulk into the decades of success ahead.
Topping it off is a TWO-IN-ONE adventure starring She-Hulk and the Thing by
Shulkie scribe David Anthony Kraft that tilts the green gal-iath toward her future
comedic exploits!

Marvel Universe: The End
A pair of attorneys and comic book enthusiasts evaluate how America's legal
system would work if subjected to popular comic-book characters, powers and
themes, from whether or not Superman could sue someone for revealing his secret
identity to whether or not the Legion of Doom could be prosecuted under RICO.
20,000 first printing.

Sensational She-Hulk By John Byrne
Writer Charles Soule (Daredevil, Poe Dameron) and illustrator Greg Scott come
together for a science-fiction tale of the ties that bind New York City. Dr. Spencer
Brownfield, a disgraced former professor, believes a series of cataclysmic events
are coming to New York City, and someone has to keep the city safe after he's
gone. Enter Heller Wilson, a brilliant mathematics student who discovers that his
ailing"”perhaps insane"”mentor has been saving New York City from societal
collapse by a series of "adjustments," a la the butterfly effect. But now, all signs
point toward an impending disaster. Can Wilson take what little he's learned and
save the city in time? Collects the complete series. Includes the never-before
collected short story "Antithesis," illustrated by Soo Lee (Liquid City). "a fascinating
well-researched look beyond the concrete" - Newsarama

The Oracle Year
What do you do when a sentient cosmic event rampages through Japan?
ASSEMBLE A-FORCE! Marvel's newest hero, SINGULARITY, has escaped Battleworld
and found her way to the Marvel Universe! But she didn't make the journey alone.
To combat the villainous ANTIMATTER, Singularity will call upon Earth's mightiest
team of Avengers. And one thing's for sure: They are A FORCE to be reckoned with!
COLLECTING: A-FORCE (2015B) #1-5.

She-Hulk by Dan Slott
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Savage She-Hulk #1-4
and Hulk-Family #1" -- p. [2] of cover.
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Infinity Countdown
When She-hulk, also known as Jennifer Walters, is thrown out of the Avengers
mansion and fired from her job because of her carefree ways, she finds a new job
defending superheroes from lawsuits.

The King in Yellow
Join She-Hulk as she deals with the bizarre legal problems of the Marvel Universe!
Strange twists, exciting adventures and lots of guest-stars! See why Aint it Cool
News says, "She-Hulk is the best comic Marvel publishes today." And She-Hulk isn't
the only one returning. Get ready, True Believer! Hawkeye's back! We kid you not!
So why is Clint Barton giving Jen Walters such a hard time? And how is his fate tied
in to She-Hulk's latest case? Featuring guest appearances by the New Avengers
and Cassie Lang (Stature from Young Avengers). Collects She-Hulk (2005) #1-6,
Savage She-Hulk #1, Sensational She-Hulk #1.

She-Hulk by Dan Slott Omnibus
JANUARY 1 CURRENT STATUS: No job, no boyfriend, no permanent place to live, no
car, and most of my clothes are held together with staples and duct tape. Bank
account almost wiped out. Many of my former associates have expressed a desire
that I never darken their doorways again for legal and financial reasons. She-Hulk
got us got us kicked out of the Avengers Mansion. People keep posting videos
online of her New Year's Eve shenanigans: twirling flaming telephone poles in
Times Square, climbing the Empire State Building while dangling Anderson Cooper,
dancing wildly at parties, and commandeering a motorcycle cop's ride to do
wheelies across the Brooklyn Bridge. Saying there are two sides to Jennifer
Walters's personality is an understatement. When she hasn't morphed into a
650-pound, crime-fighting, hard-partying superhero, she's a single lawyer trying to
get her act together. Hilarious and action-packed, The She-Hulk Diaries tells her
story, as she juggles looking for Mr. Right and climbing the corporate ladder by day
with battling villains and saving the world by night. Maybe she'll finally take on a
case that will define her career. Maybe she won't meet one Mr. Right, but two, and
she'll have to choose. Maybe bad guys will stop trying to destroy the planet so she
can read her Perez Hilton in peace.

Savage She-Hulk Masterworks Vol. 2
Collects Savage She-Hulk (1980) #1-14. When criminal defense attorney Jennifer
Walters is shot by a mob hitman, her cousin saves her life with a blood transfusion
- but that cousin is Bruce Banner, and his gamma-irradiated blood turns her into
the Savage She-Hulk! Suddenly she's a mean, green lawyering machine, and
criminals the world over had better watch out. Now, experience She-Hulk's
adventures from the very beginning! Her quest will take her from the halls of
justice to other dimensions and pit her against Iron Man, mind-controlling cults, the
Man- Thing, and even her own father. But despite her new power, can Jennifer
Walters survive the beast within? Her own blood is killing her - and only Morbius
the Living Vampire may have the cure!
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She-Hulk 1
Toward the end of the year 1920 the Government of the United States had
practically completed the programme, adopted during the last months of President
Winthrop's administration. The country was apparently tranquil. Everybody knows
how the Tariff and Labour questions were settled. The war with Germany, incident
on that country's seizure of the Samoan Islands, had left no visible scars upon the
republic, and the temporary occupation of Norfolk by the invading army had been
forgotten in the joy over repeated naval victories, and the subsequent ridiculous
plight of General Von Gartenlaube's forces in the State of New Jersey. The Cuban
and Hawaiian investments had paid one hundred per cent and the territory of
Samoa was well worth its cost as a coaling station. The country was in a superb
state of defence. Every coast city had been well supplied with land fortifications;
the army under the parental eye of the General Staff, organized according to the
Prussian system, had been increased to 300,000 men, with a territorial reserve of a
million; and six magnificent squadrons of cruisers and battle-ships patrolled the six
stations of the navigable seas, leaving a steam reserve amply fitted to control
home waters. The gentlemen from the West had at last been constrained to
acknowledge that a college for the training of diplomats was as necessary as law
schools are for the training of barristers; consequently we were no longer
represented abroad by incompetent patriots. The nation was prosperous; Chicago,
for a moment paralyzed after a second great fire, had risen from its ruins, white
and imperial, and more beautiful than the white city which had been built for its
plaything in 1893. Everywhere good architecture was replacing bad, and even in
New York, a sudden craving for decency had swept away a great portion of the
existing horrors. Streets had been widened, properly paved and lighted, trees had
been planted, squares laid out, elevated structures demolished and underground
roads built to replace them. The new government buildings and barracks were fine
bits of architecture, and the long system of stone quays which completely
surrounded the island had been turned into parks which proved a god-send to the
population. The subsidizing of the state theatre and state opera brought its own
reward. The United States National Academy of Design was much like European
institutions of the same kind. Nobody envied the Secretary of Fine Arts, either his
cabinet position or his portfolio. The Secretary of Forestry and Game Preservation
had a much easier time, thanks to the new system of National Mounted Police. We
had profited well by the latest treaties with France and England; the exclusion of
foreign-born Jews as a measure of self-preservation, the settlement of the new
independent negro state of Suanee, the checking of immigration, the new laws
concerning naturalization, and the gradual centralization of power in the executive
all contributed to national calm and prosperity. When the Government solved the
Indian problem and squadrons of Indian cavalry scouts in native costume were
substituted for the pitiable organizations tacked on to the tail of skeletonized
regiments by a former Secretary of War, the nation drew a long sigh of relief.
When, after the colossal Congress of Religions, bigotry and intolerance were laid in
their graves and kindness and charity began to draw warring sects together, many
thought the millennium had arrived, at least in the new world which after all is a
world by itself.
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